Golgi, electron-microscopic and combined Golgi-electron-microscopic studies of the mitral cells in the goldfish olfactory bulb.
The local neuronal circuitry of goldfish olfactory bulb was analyzed in Golgi preparations combining light- and electron-microscopy, as well as in routinely prepared ultrastructural preparations. Mitral cells were identified with the light-microscope in Golgi-impregnated thick sections according to the following criteria: (1) cell bodies were distributed irregularly in a wide layer between 100 and 200 micrometer from the surface, (2) cell bodies were larger than other neurons (10-20 micrometer in diameter), and (3) the dendrites were directed toward the superficially-located olfactory nerve layer where they ended as highly branched glomerular tufts. These impregnated cells were examined by electron-microscopy in serial section. The results demonstrate synaptic organization in relation to the mitral cells. (1) Glomerular tufts received afferent input from primary olfactory axons which made Gray's Type I synaptic contacts. These dendrites also had reciprocal dendrodendritic synapses with dendrites of certain non-mitral cells. (2) Dendritic shafts of mitral cells made reciprocal dendritic synapses with dendrites of certain non-mitral cells. (3) Cell bodies and their initial axon segments had reciprocal synapses with certain dendrites but occurred infrequently. In reciprocal synapses, the direction of the Gray Type I (asymmetrical) is away from the mitral cell while those with Gray Type II synapses (symmetrical) are toward the mitral cell. Assuming that the type I synapse is excitatory and Type II is inhibitory, these findings explain the electrophysiological demonstration of self-inhibition discharge found in mitral cells.